Arts and Crafty Kids

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Most parents and teachers will agree that art is a powerful
element in every child’s learning toolbox. It’s the one thing
that every kid can produce on an equal footing because art is
an individual expression – there’s no way to get it wrong. Art
teaches problem solving and encourages open-ended thinking. It focuses attention and cultivates hand-eye coordination.
Children who are encouraged to explore art are more receptive
to risk-taking, more inclined to explore diverse solutions and
more open to learn from their mistakes. The following items are
recommended resources to foster early artistic exploration and
to empower every child’s inner artist along the way.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Pottery Cool Studio

Needle Felting Kit

From the variety of pottery wheel
options for kids, the Pottery Cool Studio
turns the competition on its head with
an upside down design that lets gravity
assist kids’ shaping of clay masterpieces. Complete with every thing
needed to launch the creative process,
from sculpting tools and paintbrushes to
paint and two pounds of clay, this kit includes easy instructions for a
variety of forms. Simply place a disc of clay on the inverted spinning
base, and your child’s project will begin to take shape. Young potters can put their own artistic spin on pencil holders, smart phone
speakers, frames and more with all the tools at their fingertips. Once
kids get the hang of manipulating clay in the round, there are additional project kits for pottery masters who’d like to expand their 3D
art portfolio.

Needle felting is enjoying new
popularity among artists and Artterro has
come to the fore with the best collection
of materials and tools to introduce this
sensational craft craze to the younger
set. Using a sturdy barbed needle, wool
fibers are compacted by repeatedly
jabbing the needle into the fibers to form
three-dimensional felt figures as well as colorful soft canvas pieces.
In addition to four wool felt squares, thirteen colors of roving wool,
needles and instruction book, this kit includes a soy-based foam pad
to sit below the working needle (because, in truth, needle felting is
all about stabbing wool). Surprisingly versatile and open to a broad
range of artistic expression, the Artterro Needle Felting Kit is an ideal
introduction to this tactile and wildly satisfying craft form.

(Spin Master)
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Kreatio Jumbo Size
Oil Pastels

Stencil Kit for
Young Artists

While crayons are the most common
tools for the youngest members of the art
community, the amount of pressure required
to make heavier marks with crayons can be
frustrating for small hands. Oil pastels are a
softer medium, allowing kids to work more
on their artistic vision and less on building their upper arm strength.
Jumbo-sized so small hands can grasp them easily, the Kreatio pastels create a bolder color than standard wax crayons and offer more
versatility through blending. The plastic carrying case keeps twentyfour brilliant colors organized and portable for the artist on the move.
Take the pressure out of coloring and consider the lighter touch of oil
pastels for the littlest Rembrandt.

For the kids who want to draw,
but can benefit from a jump start on
the creative process, stencils are the
easiest way to cultivate a sense of
form and space as they build their
drawing skills. With twelve sharpened
colored pencils, twelve large stencils, a sharpener and a carrying
case, guided art is ready to happen instantly. The Boofo stencils (featuring animals, plants, cars, shapes and more) are sturdy and washable ensuring a durable resource for training young hands as they
hone their drawing chops. More than just a guide for pencil tips, the
Boofo stencil kit is the perfect resource to build a child’s confidence
and empower their artistic drive toward independent drawing mastery.

(Kreatio)

(Boofo)

Gerry Paige Smith is a syndicated columnist recommending the best products for kids and their families. Discover more at www.PageBookMedia.com
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A Page in a Book
The Power of a Poem: More Than Just the Words
Our early speech to children, with its sing-song lilts and rhyming endearments, is
full of poetry. Before babies are old enough to decipher words, they can recognize
rhythmic and repeating sounds. Poetry predates written language. Our ancestors
used the cant and rhythm of poems to understand and retain the ‘idea’ of things in
the absence of written records. The repeating words and sounds punctuated our language with markers and milestones as it helped us memorize our story and history.
The following titles cherish the power of poetry and introduce young readers to one
of literature’s earliest and most endearing storytelling forms.

A Carnival of Cats

by Charles Ghigna, Illustrated by Kristi Bridgeman (Orca Publishing)
Move over, Mother Goose. Charles Ghigna’s moniker of ‘Father Goose’ is well-deserved as
a prolific and beloved author of poetry for kids. His feline fancy, A Carnival of Cats pulls the
youngest reader into the poetic arena with verse that not only introduces simple poetry, but
also fosters predictive engagement. The recto (right hand) page offering rhythmic clues that
indicate a specific breed. Children use the rhyming words to anticipate the type of cat to be
revealed as the verso (left hand) page is turned. With warmly energetic illustrations celebrating everything from Calicoes to Black Bombays, cat lovers will find perfect pairings in A
Carnival of Cats!

A Poke in the “I”: A Collection of Concrete Poems

Selected by Paul Janeczko, Illustrated by Chris Raschka (Candlewick)
Concrete poetry is when the words or linguistic elements are arranged in a shape or pattern
that adds visual emphasis to the meaning of the poem. Sometimes these shaped poems have
an element of problem-solving as the reader discovers which path to follow as they read the
words. The works selected for this title offer a rich variety of concrete poetry from the extremely
simple to denser poems that require more attentive navigation. The vibrant illustrations mirror
the use of shapes throughout without distracting from the importance of the poems’ shape. Get
ready for a poetic poke in the eye with this bright look at concrete work.

A Song About Myself

by John Keats, Illustrated by Chris Raschka (Candlewick)
Although John Keats’ (1795-1821) life was brief, his words and poetry have remained a testament
to his gift for almost two centuries. His A Song About Myself, extracted from a letter to his sister
during a visit to Scotland, captures the mischievous spirit and adventurous nature of a young
boy abroad. The soft burr of a Scottish accent can be read in its lines, and adds extra auditory
elements for a read-aloud listener. The rhyme and tempo of this work shift and start, much like the
progress of a child leaping from creek to hill on a long hike. With soft watercolor illustrations updating the narrative, this aged poem remains a treasure for all ages.

Find more reading recommendations at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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